A FREE, SIMPLE SOFT WARE TOOL FOR
CONFIDENTLY OVERCLOCKING SELECT UNLOCKED
10TH & 9TH GEN INTEL® CORE™ PROCESSORS
Introducing an innovative, hyper-intelligent, automatic processor overclocking
tool available exclusively from Intel. With Intel® Performance Maximizer, it’s
now easier than ever to dynamically custom-tune a select unlocked 10th or 9th
Gen Intel® Core™ processor based upon its individual performance potential.1
Whether you’re seeking an added speed boost to gain a gaming edge or
maximize your creativity, Intel® Performance Maximizer is a new, free way to
confidently bring added performance to your system.

CUSTOM-FIT PERFORMANCE
While other automatic overclocking tools generally look at how fast a
processor could potentially go, Intel® Performance Maximizer examines your
actual processor’s individual performance DNA. After thoroughly testing your
unlocked 10th or 9th Gen Intel® Core™ processor, it offers a personalized
recommendation of how much you can confidently push the limits.1 Just accept
the recommendation and you’re running overclocked. The 10th and 9th Gen
Intel® Core™ processors already take performance to an amazing new level and
with Intel® Performance Maximizer, you can push that performance even higher—
custom-fitting it to your distinctive processor and system configuration.

NEW INTEL® PERFORMANCE MAXIMIZER
IS AN E ASY-TO-USE SOFT WARE TOOL THAT:
»

Makes it super-easy to get more performance out of select unlocked 10th and
9th Gen Intel® Core™ processors.1

»

Is easy to use: Simply download for free, let Intel® Performance Maximizer
analyze your system and then click to accept the recommended processor
overclocking settings.

»

While other automatic overclocking tools generally look at how fast a processor
could potentially go, Intel® Performance Maximizer examines your actual
processor’s individual performance DNA.

»

Dynamic overclocking even adjusts performance over time—helping customers
get great performance for the long haul.

OVERCLOCKING FOR ALL
This is custom-fit overclocking made simple. No complex BIOS
settings, frustrating interfaces or clock multiplier calculations
required. Simply download, install and run Intel® Performance
Maximizer today to confidently get the most out of your PC’s
select unlocked 10th or 9th Generation Intel® Core™ processor.1
Dynamic overclocking even adjusts performance over time—
giving you great performance for the long haul.

GAME ON A
WHOLE NEW LEVEL
Unlocked 10th and 9th Generation Intel® Core™ processors
enable you to game, record and stream without
compromise. Power up, overclock and customize your
gaming rig with up to 40 platform PCIe lanes offering
exceptional flexibility. Pair an unlocked processor with
Intel® Optane™ memory technology to accelerate the
loading and launching of the games you play the most.

CRE ATE WITHOUT LIMITS
Unleash your creative potential with the power you
need to create, edit and share. Let your creativity flow
as your unlocked 10th or 9th Generation Intel® Core™
processor featuring custom-tuned performance renders
and encodes in the background so that you don’t miss
a beat. Add in Intel® Optane™ memory to accelerate the
loading of your most used applications.

GO UNLOCKED
Ready to run overclocked? Simply look for a
10th or 9th Generation Intel® Core™ processor
with the letter K at the end of its processor
number. This is your sign that this processor is
unlocked—meaning that when it is combined
with a compatible motherboard and other
supporting hardware, its speed can be pushed
faster than factory settings.

WHY OVERCLOCK?
When you overclock, you set your CPU multiplier
higher, enabling your PC to power through
computationally intense tasks in less time. Imagine
higher frame rates when playing that super-intense
first-person shooter, faster exports of that vacation
video you shot and edited in 4K, or greater system
responsiveness as you manipulate the supercomplex texture layers and effects on that new 3D
character model.

GRE AT GETS EVEN BET TER
An unlocked 10th or 9th Generation Intel® Core™ processor is a great investment
in your desktop experiences—whether for gaming, creating, entertainment or
general-purpose computing. Intel® Performance Maximizer helps you make the
most of the capabilities of your system.
Get elite real-world performance with the 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-10900K
processor thanks to speeds up to 5.2GHz and great value performance options
down the stack. Both the 10th and 9th Generation Intel® Core™ processors
deliver an unlocked and overclockable option for every budget and need.

STEP UP TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH 10TH & 9TH GEN INTEL® CORE™
DESKTOP PROCESSORS & INTEL® PERFORMANCE MAXIMIZER
With features and enhancements designed to evoke excitement and enhance what you
love to do with your PC, both 10th and 9th Generation Intel® Core™ processors offer
numerous opportunities to push the limits with overclocking. Combine one of these Intel
processors with Intel® Performance Maximizer and make the most of your experience.

LEARN MORE & DOWNLOAD INTEL® PERFORMANCE MAXIMIZER
intel.com/performancemaximizer

LEARN MORE ABOUT INTEL® CORE™ PROCESSORS
intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/processors/core

1
Eligible processors include 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-10900K, i9-10900KF, i9-10850K, i7-10700K, i7-10700KF, i5-10600K, i5-10600KF and 9th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-9900K,
i9-9900KF, i7-9700K, i7-9700KF, i5-9600K, i5-9600KF. For complete information, visit www.intel.com/intelperformancemaximizer.

Some features may only be available with the latest version of Intel Performance Maximizer. Visit downloadcenter.intel.com to download the latest version.
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Altering clock frequency or voltage may damage
or reduce the useful life of the processor and other system components, and may reduce system stability and performance. Product warranties may not apply if the processor
is operated beyond its specifications. Check with the manufacturers of system and components for additional details. Intel performance tuning protection plan allows a single
replacement for your qualified boxed processor, in addition to your standard 3 year warranty.
Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any
of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases,
including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.
Intel® technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on
system configuration. No product or component can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com. Altering clock frequency
or voltage may damage or reduce the useful life of the processor and other system components, and may reduce system stability and performance. Product warranties may not
apply if the processor is operated beyond its specifications. Check with the manufacturers of system and components for additional details.
Intel, the Intel logo and Intel Core are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries. © Intel Corporation

